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Download Torrent. Mu Soft Nugerundesu Gold is one of the latest and awesome games.Thursday, February 8,
2015 Sketchbook Fridays: Shadows and Light As last week's sketchbook project prompts us to reflect on the

elements of light and shadow, I'm thinking about sketching in my sketchbook this week. To document each week's
prompt, I'm recording every sketch I do into my Sketchbook Fridays page. This sketch was inspired by the image

on the left. Using my Aqua Painter, I started with my queen size smooth surface paper. While looking at the
original image, I realized that while the shadows on the wall were dramatic enough to create a grouping of sorts,

there was still a need for something to give the room a little more depth. So, I added a subtle light on the opposite
side to provide a bit more definition. The light then gave the painting some added dimension. I used the Aqua

Painter to create the shadow and the light. Using the cold technique, I used the Aqua Painter to place shadow on
my light colored paper. When it was dry, I heated it up to see if the colors would run, and once they did, I used a

paper towel to gently erase the area. For this image, I added the shadows first, and then worked on the light,
trying to give as much dimension to the shadow as possible. I decided to keep the paper cool/fire polish as the

base color, and added burnt umber and darker olive green to the base colors. Aqua Painter not only provides the
ability to create dramatic shadow and light, it also provides a way to paint in light and dark areas simultaneously.
If you love this blog and get value from it, you can consider making a donation to help me make it possible for me

to continue providing it to you. Any donation is greatly appreciated.Description c6a93da74d
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